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Credit Check Reports

President’s welcome...

Don’t take chances with new customers from the UK or overseas - they may not
be quite what they seem. Even existing customers can take a down turn which
requires you to reassess their current credit status with your business.
Trading overseas can open lucrative revenue
streams for your business however it is not without
risk. Credit checks help to minimise risk when
trading internationally by providing comprehensive
international company credit information on any
business in the world.
When dealing with customers it’s important to know
who to trust. A credit report helps protect your
business from the threat of bad debt and allows you
to make informed choices about who you work
with. Understanding a potential customer’s financial
information means that you can set the right terms of
how you do business with them. You can set payment
terms that suit you and make sure you’re always paid
on time by customers.
Along with the report, our team also provides a brief
overview of our recommended terms of trading as
guidance.

W

elcome to the Spring 2015 edition of Business Life. In this edition we put the
local spotlight on Burnley. In recent years the town has made great steps
forward and we highlight some of the major projects coming to fruition
including the rail link to Manchester via the Todmorden Curve.

For our round table we asked local businesses to give us their views on what they would like the next
government to include in their manifesto for business. It is important that the right policies are followed if the UK
economy is to continue to grow.

David Sh

arpe

In this edition we also put the creative sector under the spotlight and asked how the sector is performing and
whether we are doing enough to ensure new talent is coming through.

Instant Reports:
MEMBERS:

£30 + VAT

NON MEMBER: £60 + VAT
DESPATCH:

INSTANTLY AVAILABLE

Our International Trade section gives tips on intellectual property and Cassons give advice on the VAT impact
of selling into Europe.
Finally, in the Big Interview I outline my plans for the Chamber since taking over as President in December.
The chamber magazine is for our members and we welcome contributions from you and to feature many of the
successful businesses that we are rightly proud of.
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We found the Credit Report Service very useful, particularly for companies outside of the EU.
The detail in the report gives us a good insight into how our potential export customers operate
their business, and it helps us to identify any areas of risk we may need to consider before we negotiate
pricing and business terms with them. The International Credit Report from East Lancs Chamber also
includes some welcome suggestions for trading terms for the company being assessed. We see this service
as a vital part of the evaluation process when considering new distributors.”
ANDREW GAFFEY,
Technical Director, Gaffey Technical Services Limited
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Dragons' Den for Lancashire Schools

New technology centre for

UK

based Spiroflow Ltd, a leading manufacturer of conveying and
weighing systems for companies across the world, has celebrated the
latest exciting stage of its expansion strategy with a launch event to
mark the opening of its new state of the art Technology Centre.
The Centre houses a spacious machine demonstration area for the company’s
conveying, weighing, bulk bag filling and discharge equipment, plus a unique powder
characterisation and testing laboratory. The primary purpose of the Centre – as
well as showcasing Spiroflow’s market-leading machinery – is to facilitate powder
characterisation testing on sophisticated laboratory equipment
The Technology Centre operates under the watchful eyes of Dr Will Weston, Spiroflow’s
specialist in materials science, and engineer Terry Mason. Together they provide a
wealth of experience in solving materials handling challenges.
Dr Weston explained: “Powders and
granular materials are complex entities
with vastly varied handling properties, so
conveying solids is a much more complex
task than it is for liquids. Testing in the
material characterisation lab will allow us
to fully understand each material in order to
design the most efficient bespoke handling
solution. The lab will also be invaluable for
customers’ development projects to test the
feasibility of introducing a new product into their
process – preventive testing can ultimately
save thousands in processing downtime.”
The expansion is expected to result in the
creation of a number of new jobs. This latest announcement
comes hot on the heels of further expansion of the company’s USA
operation through a new factory in North Carolina serving the North and
South American and Far East markets.
Spiroflow’s Chairman MICHEL PODEVYN said:

Demand for our conveying and discharging systems
is continually increasing in both domestic and global
markets and we’re delighted about the combination of
experience, scientific expertise and testing facilities that
makes our new Technology Centre unique.”

Lancashire’s best honoured

1

50 Lancashire businesses celebrated at the sell-out Red Rose
Awards in Blackpool, with 24 collecting specially crafted
trophies to mark their exceptional business performance.

The winners, along with a trio of firms which were highly commended in their
categories, were cheered on by a capacity audience of more than 1,100 - filling
the vast Winter Gardens' Empress Ballroom.
It was the fifth time the Red Rose Awards had been held, which coincided with
the tenth anniversary of Lancashire Business View, the magazine behind the
event.
In addition to the 25 category winners, an extra special publisher’s award was
presented to Padiham’s Trueman’s (Holdings).
Event founder Richard Slater, also the publisher of Lancashire Business View,
said: “It has been another fantastic Red Rose Awards”
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StoneHouse Goes Cyber Secure!

S

toneHouse Logic has achieved Gold level partner
accreditations with ESET Endpoint Security. ESET Endpoint
Security offers a cross-platform solution for business security
products, providing unparalleled online protection, simple
deployment and convenient management without increasing IT
overheads.
Managing Director, Mark Hope, said “With this award we are opening a
new door to better aid our customers, so that we can continue to deliver
the highest level of service available. It is a new string to our bow, allowing
us to offer a full service solution to all customers and continue to offer the
highest calibre solution, with the expertise to support it.”

S

tudents from schools in Lancashire taking part in this
year's Young Enterprise competition were invited to attend
the above event in preparation for the finals set to be held
at UCLAN in May this year. They were expected to deliver a 4
minute presentation, to a panel of 'Dragons' describing their
business idea(s) and plans. They were then expected to answer
any questions that the dragons had for them.
The Dragons were Mark Hope, managing director of StoneHouse Logic, Helen Shepherd,
director of Pennine Fire and Safety, Andrea Smith from South Ribble Borough Council and
Bharat Parmer, Community Life Manager
at Asda Blackburn.
The Dragons were impressed by the
standard of the students’ ideas, plans
and presentations and provided some
valuable feedback to help them on
their journey. Company Programme is
aimed at young people aged between
15 and 19 and enables students to
experience setting up and running
their own business for one academic
year. The programme aims to assist
in getting young people “work ready”
by concentrating on developing key
employability competencies.

A

t Holker IT we support
an array of businesses
across the North of England,
providing the technology
expertise they need to
succeed.
As technology advances businesses
today need the support of IT
professionals they can rely on
and trust to deliver good quality
technology support.
‘Think Before You Click’

Blessed Trinity
RC College face
the Dragons

The programme is reliant on support from
local businesses either on a voluntary
basis or through financial support so that
more schools can participate and allow
more students to experience this unique
opportunity.

For more information contact your local Young Enterprise Managers Sally Hopkins sally.
hopkins@y-e.org.uk and Sarah Tinsley sarah.tinsley@y-e.org.uk
Schools that attended this event; Blessed Trinity RC College (photographed), Kirkham
Grammar, Stonyhurst College, Shuttleworth College, Clitheroe Royal Grammar School, Holy
Cross RC High School.

Many businesses are unaware of the
increasing risks they face from cyber
crime attacks against their IT network
and the level of damage these can
cause. The problem is compounded
by the fact that criminals don’t
need to try too hard to gain access
to your network - most malware is
downloaded by your own employees.
This is the reason behind our ‘Think
Before You Click’ campaign.
We recommend a multi layered
security approach to protect your
business, which includes training on
how to maintain a secure network.

APPOINTMENTS
Napthens’ Corporate team grows
Specialist lawyer Phil Brown has joined the ranks of the Corporate Team at Napthens’ solicitors. Phil
will advise businesses on a range of commercial contracts including software licensing agreements,
outsourcing projects, international distribution arrangements and e-commerce. He brings more than
a decade of high level specialist expertise to Napthens’ growing Corporate team.

Tony Hogan joins KeyFleet’s corporate team

So if you’re worried about your IT
security or have experienced an
attack, visit our website for more
information www.holkerit.co.uk

KeyFleet has added an experienced member of staff to its team as Tony Hogan, Aff.I.C.F.M. joined the
company as Corporate Fleet Consultant for the North
West region.

Fresh faces for Cassons
Lancashire chartered accountants and business
advisers Cassons are gearing up for growth in 2015
by adding two new recruits to their growing team.
Simon Read strengthens the accountancy department
as an Audit and Accounts Senior, whilst Victoria Frost
joins the tax team as a Mixed Tax Senior.

Simon &

Victoria
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Booming business invests £1.35m in new site

A

TWENTY-five year plan has finally been implemented and the £1.35m investment will
regenerate an historic industrial area of Rossendale.

Victoria Works in Cloughfold, Rawtenstall, was first eyed up by leading employer JJO, of Bacup,
when fire devastated the company’s headquarters at Olive Mill in 1989.
Joint managing director Stephen Greenhalgh recalled: “At the time we
were negotiating with the insurers deciding what to do and we looked
at purchasing Victoria Works so we could continue production. “As it
happens, for a number of reasons, we ended up rebuilding on the Bacup
site and the plan was dropped.”

M

		 oorhouse’s has a
long and celebrated
history going back to 1865,
when William Moorhouse
began a small drinks
business in Accrington
Road, Burnley. Now it is an
internationally acclaimed
modern brewery – famous
for its ‘Pendle Witches’
cask-ale.
This year we celebrate our 150th
anniversary with the roll out of
innovative new branding, investment
in the sales team and in staff training
to achieve further expansion.
Since launching a £4.2m brewing
complex in 2011 we have developed
business with leading national pub
companies and UK wide wholesalers
- enjoying 10% growth year-on-year
and a £5m plus turnover.
Our new innovative ‘consumer
friendly’ pump clips, with the brewery
name to the fore and taste profiles
help further bolster Moorhouse’s
brand image.
For 2015 and beyond our aim is to
grow by offering a first class service
and a memorable experience for the
consumer.
Contact Moorhouse’s on 01282
422864 / www.moorhouses.co.uk /
info@moorhouses.co.uk

The recent recession has hit many manufacturing businesses hard,
but JJO has ridden the storm and is back to where it was before the
recession. The company was looking to expand and Stephen
spotted that Victoria Works was back on the market and he
rekindled the old plan.
“In the last six months we have been struggling with capacity,”
he said. “We reintroduced the nightshift in October and have
taken on 25 new people in the last six months but we still
needed more room.
“When I saw the works was on the market it was just perfect.
We have already moved the bedroom section into the
vacant part of the ground floor.
“This expansion means we are going to be able to meet
demand and it will enable us to increase capacity and
production and continue to expand our business.”
Stephen added “The economy is improving and I think we
are delivering a level of service in terms of quality and design
that the public wants.”
JJO was founded more than 100 years ago and employs
nearly 400 staff. The company was recently awarded the
FIRA Gold certificate in recognition of its high-quality
furniture production.

BEVLAN’S BEST YEAR EVER
Stephen Greenhalgh

Lancashire distributor celebrates 10 years

B

lackburn Distributions celebrate their 10th anniversary. The company is a leading
supplier and partner to the supplement, healthcare and pharmaceutical industries.
Founded by Ben Blackburn it has thrived and grown by exceeding customer
expectations.

Ben started the business after he had problems sourcing small quantities of diabetic
sweetener online. This was due to existing companies ‘only selling to business’, ‘only
accepting business cheques’, with long lead times and no fixed price availability.
They saw a niche in the market which would move the supply of these types of
supplements alongside the ‘online norm’ of providing exactly what the customer
required, becoming one of the first neutraceutical suppliers in Europe to list prices
online at quantities to satisfy the varied demand.
With money Ben had put aside for University, the young entrepreneur purchased
product and sold it on EBay for a good profit, providing consumers with exactly
what they required. These principles still remain solid in the current business plan,
just at different levels.
The business now stocks 110 products in 18 different sizes and counts 25% of its
income from overseas customers, a figure they are looking to increase to 35%.
Now in new bespoke premises and the organisational structure nearing completion,
Ben and his team look at continuing their 20% growth into 2015.
Ben explains, “Our journey has been incredible and we are extremely proud of what we have achieved over the last ten
years.
“The fact that we are a UK based company with all of our products being produced in this country means there is an
element of trust with our customers.
“Our products are being used by international athletes and regular people helping them gain a better quality of life.”
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A

fter 5 turbulent years of business in office
interiors and furniture supply, Bevlan have
now weathered the storm of the credit
crunch and come through the other side with 52%
increase on invoiced sales on the previous year.
Bev Mercer, MD of the company said “This is Bevlan’s best year yet in 30
years of trading. The number of testimonials we are receiving each month
for our work, just goes to show that the hard work the whole team has put
in from the initial call from clients to the installation of the office furniture,
pays off”
Bevlan offer a full turnkey service to provide companies with not only
furniture for their workspaces, but an expert space planning service
complete with C.A.D drawings and 3D renders, which is a free service
even if the furniture is purchased elsewhere. They also provide delivery
and installation nationally.
Along with the reports of a record year, Bevlan have put the fruits
of their labour back into the business, with the focus on more
improvements for 2015. With the purchase of 2 new vans, a sleek new
look to the office with ‘Yo’ design desks and storage and new team
members, Bevlan are now prepared to take this year by storm.

Call for New Governors

A

ccrington & Rossendale College would like to hear from
people interested in becoming a member of the College’s
Corporation Board.

The College is acclaimed as “Outstanding”
by Ofsted. It specialises in vocational
education and skills development.
Working with employers, individuals and
community organisations, the college
seeks to use vocational education to
raise the aspirations and achievements of young people and adults.
This benefits businesses and communities and makes an important
contribution to the economic regeneration of Pennine Lancashire.
The Board of Governors is the equivalent of the Directors of a
company and is fully responsible for the college’s assets and for
setting its strategies and monitoring its performance. Governors are
unpaid but gain considerable satisfaction from knowing that they
make a key contribution to the success of the college, its students
and the wider community.
Governors are expected to attend between eight and ten meetings
each year, plus a number of optional events such as student award
ceremonies.

Nationwide clientele are now turning to Bevlan for their expertise
including major clients in London, Bristol and Scotland as well as the
vast client base they have built up in the North West of England. The
company also won a Small Business Sunday award last year.

The college is seeking expressions of interest from people from
diverse backgrounds who have experience of decision-making in,
for example, business, finance, education, legal and government or
community organisations.

You can look at the services and furniture Bevlan provide at
www.bevlan.com or www.usedofficefurniturelancashire.co.uk.
They also have an active Blog and Latest projects page on the website.

If you would like to learn more email Andy Armiger, Clerk to the
Corporation, at aarmiger@accross.ac.uk or speak to him by telephone
on 01254 354112 to request an information and application pack.
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‘GETTING TO KNOW YOU’

W

elcome to our new regular feature. In this
edition we talk to James McIntyre who is a
Financial Adviser for Taylor Patterson.

What gets you out of bed in the morning?

A skilled and highly trained workforce
is your most valuable asset. Nelson
and Colne College’s Business Team
work with companies, big and small,
across East Lancashire, providing
responsive and flexible training
solutions.
Each business is unique and through
our personalised approach we identify
and deliver relevant and recognised
training solutions.
Apprenticeships are available in over
170 industries including aerospace,
marketing and finance, and are often
funded, providing a cost effective
solution.
At Nelson and Colne College we also
offer a FREE vacancy matching
service for your recruitment needs
and our unique ‘Talent Matching
Service’ means that we are committed
to finding the best candidates for you.
You can rest assured that the training
received by your employees is of the
highest quality – we’re recognised as
amongst the best in the UK!
For your FREE business needs
analysis, call our expert team today
on 01282 440 317 / 319 or email
employer.services@nelson.ac.uk

Being a Financial Adviser I get the opportunity to meet new people
every day. I enjoy building relationships. I work hard to build trust
and assurance and feel like part of their families. With an added
bonus of being offered tea and biscuits when I visit them; it’s great!
…..This is why I need to get up early on a Saturday morning.

Which individual inspired you
most in your career?
My Grandad - He was a local business man who built up a successful
photography business. I learned so much from him and he inspired
confidence to go to university and become the best I can.
He helped me choose my career path when he took me to see his
own financial adviser following my 18th birthday to invest £1,000.
6 months later the financial markets crashed; lesson one in
financial services learnt!

James McInt
yre
Taylors Patte
rson

If you weren’t in your current role what would
you be doing?
I would camp out at either Ewood or the training ground at Brockhall until somebody gave
me a job.
I would love to play for my beloved Blackburn Rovers but unfortunately I’m no ‘Grant Hanley’.
Second best would be a place on the board to help guide the club back to the Premier
League.
I was fortunate enough to spend a day at the training complex after winning a charity auction.
Gary Bowyer is definitely the man to guide us back to the top flight! - If all else fails, I would be
happy to clean boots or make some tea!

What is the biggest highlight of your career?

21ST CENTURY THINKING FOR A 16TH CENTURY GEM

I

t’s a time of change at Hoghton Tower as the organisation celebrates the 450th anniversary of the
restoration of the building whilst planning for a sustainable future which will see the Tower thriving
for at least another 450 years.

The Tower has been operating as a Charitable Trust (the Hoghton Tower Preservation Trust) since 1978
but still faces many of the challenges common to all small businesses, with the added responsibility
of maintaining and enhancing a historic treasure that has stood for centuries. The current roof
restoration project alone, encompassing the area above the main state rooms in the upper courtyard,
is to a cost of £180,000.

2014 was a big year for me professionally. After burning the midnight oil for two years, I
became a Chartered member of the Institute of Financial Services.

A Capital Fundraising Campaign has been launched to raise £7 million over five years, and improved
corporate connections are at the heart of this strategy. A new General Manager, James Dean,
has been appointed to steer the change process, with Lisa Brice moving to the role of Campaign
Manager to source the funding for change.

Further to this, I was accepted on the 5 year professional development programme. After12
months, I believe that I am already better at what I do.

Says Lisa: ‘The East Lancs Chamber will be invaluable in helping us achieve our aims as it brings people to
our door (and takes us to theirs) who we would never otherwise come into contact with.

Do you have a business mantra?
• Be open, honest and treat everybody with the respect that they deserve.
• To look at myself every day in the mirror (not in a vain way) and consider how I can
constantly better myself.
• Put in a good shift: work hard and it will pay dividends.
• Stay healthy, enjoy the weekend and you will be so much more productive Monday
through Friday.
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T

ransform your 		
business by improving
your workforce...

Tea and lots of it! …It’s true; I am one of those annoying morning people. I’ll be one of the first
to arrive in the office and I’ll get up early of a weekend to go for a run….All after a cup of tea
of course.

The East Lancs
Chamber will be
invaluable in
helping us achieve
our aims as it
brings people
to our door

‘We have a strong history of providing an excellent venue for corporate events, but it’s time to develop
our networks and work together in other ways for mutual benefit. In April we’ll be launching our exclusive
Corporate Patrons Scheme. We’re looking for partners with a good brand fit and an empathy for our
cause, in return for which there’s a fairly impressive and unique package. It’s an extremely exciting time
and we can’t wait to start building the future of the Tower together!’

For more information about Hoghton Tower, please call

Lisa on 01254 852986 or visit www.hoghtontower.co.uk
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THE DEBATING CHAMBER

BUSINESS MANIFESTO
In today’s global world what more
should the next government do
to encourage businesses to trade
more internationally?
Andrew Turner: The desire to export has to come
from the company. I think the Government does do
a fair bit of encouragement. UKTI and the Chamber
do an excellent job. You need the desire to access the
resources available. It's a huge market out there but
our home market is strong and for us at the moment it
is easier to find new business in the UK rather than say,
France. Exporting is 80% of my business but let's not
under estimate our own market.
Andy McLaughlin: I think we need to educate people
about the possibilities of exporting. Help companies to
understand how it can be part of their business.

James Dewhurst: Yes, but it won't help those
exporting to Europe.
Andrew Turner: Other things they can help with is
international links, airports, trains and ports so that we
can get our goods overseas more quickly. Also trade
agreements with countries we don't currently have
them with.
Mike Damms: Can I give you a couple of challenges?
Until a year ago UKTI was aiming at new start
exporters, now it is middle size companies. Is that the
right place to be? Secondly, if you don't have a supply
chain you don't have anything exportable. Does that
sound sensible? So, how do we double exports?
James Dewhurst: We can attract exporting companies
to this country with changes in corporation tax etc.
whilst building a supply chain.
Mike Damms: So is one of your answers to keep
corporation tax lower?
Caroline James: I would add that all the skyline
of London is predominantly Russian and foreign
investment. It’s happening in Manchester and filtering
across the country.

Caroline James - Trevor Dawson, James Dewhurst - Holker IT, Mike Damms - East Lancs Chamber,
Andy Turner - Langtec, Ashley Hayman - Cassons and Andy McLaughlin - Astute Wealth Management

What would you want the next
government to do to encourage
and help businesses to invest and
grow?
Ashley Hayman: I think that the tax incentives for
investment, for research & development don't work.
You can make an investment and if your year end is
December 15 you could be waiting until October 16
before you get the benefits of the tax relief. You wait
too long to get the cash flow and you need the cash
flow to make the investment. Cash up front rather than
tax relief at the back-end would stimulate investment,
create jobs and foster growth.

in infrastructure in the South East. We need huge
investment in infrastructure and greater involvement
of the universities. We need to move into high value
technologically driven businesses to attract more
of that type of business to come here. This means
investment in HS2, the Manchester Airport initiative
and in technology clusters. This is where areas like
Cambridge are winning!
Caroline James: I agree we need more investment.
We are getting some with Pennine Reach with the link
to the motorway finally happening in Blackburn. This
throws up many other opportunities.

Mike Damms: What should this be? One of our
member companies is suggesting 200%, which at first
sounds ludicrous, but if the problem is a mass of cash
tied up in private companies and you want to unlock
it offering 200% for a period of time would start the
private sector investing.

Andrew Turner: The problem I have is around export.
We need better connection across the world. Let
Heathrow become the hub it is trying to become, then
we need great links to it HS2 HS3....We need to invest
in our ports.

Ashley Hayman: I think that’s a greater incentive but
you still have to wait a long time to get cash - up to
21 months. Governments are very good at making
headline announcements but delay the costs to the
exchequer.
Andy McLaughlin: My view is more of a local nature.
I have clients who say there is greater investment
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working on the Rossendale to Manchester linkages.
There's a lot of investment coming.
Andrew Turner: Can I touch on skills? For many
years manufacturing has been seen as a thing from
the past. Some countries invested in engineers and
manufacturers - engineers are given the respect they
deserve, but not here. We’ve moved production to
Eastern Europe, then to China. How many British
companies do the R&D in Britain but get the
manufacturing done in the Far East? We've lost those
skills. Can people leaving school machine a piece
of metal? Can they turn a piece of wood? Can they
design? Can they read a drawing? Probably not - We
need to give young people the skills we need to help
us stay as world class manufacturers. The Government
has a role to play in that.

We need huge
investment in
infrastructure
Andrew Turner

Mike Damms

Andy McLaughlin

James Dewhurst: There has never been a better time
to borrow money and invest in your business because
interest rates are so low. However, I sense a reluctance
to invest as people are still waiting for an upturn in
the markets. It's that potential that we need to unlock.
Incentives will encourage businesses to take the risks.
Mike Damms: There are a number of topics we
haven't covered including the business bank, skills
or energy. With regards to infrastructure there's a big
port development - Atlantic Gateway, there's massive
investment in roads and we've already got rail links
into Manchester from Blackburn & Burnley. We're

Caroline James: Picking up on property - On the
industrial side I'd like to see industrial building
allowances come back and these should be location
specific - not a blanket. This would encourage
development in specific areas. These were very
successful in the 1980's – I don't think rate free
incentives are required. This should also be applied to
housing in areas where the private sector will not go
at the moment. They will go to the Ribble Valley and to
Lytham but not Accrington or Blackburn.
Mike Damms: So we need Government to be more
agile and more responsive?
Caroline James: Yes, and we also need more support
for affordable housing.
Mike Damms: It's a chicken and egg situation. Do
you interfere with markets or do you look at what the
market is going to be rather than what it is?

Ashley Hayman: There are two aspects to this,
language and technical aspects, and this is something
Government can help with. They could foster language
education in schools and universities.
Andy McLaughlin: It is but English is the business
language of the world. The simple truth is we don't
need to.

...it has been a
zero sum gain...
Andy McLaughlin: You need speculative building, let’s
say you build a technology park in Accrington. That
will attract employees who will need local housing you
need to stimulate economies.
Mike Damms: Are there things we can do to encourage
business to employ more people?
Andrew Turner: Yes, but we keep adding costs. Morally
we should help people save for their pension, but the
onus for doing that falls on the employer. Another one
is extended paternity leave. Yes, it's a good idea but
who pays for that. There are creeping taxes falling on
businesses.
James Dewhurst: Regulation is a creeping cost on the
business. Small & medium businesses pay the most

In a world where businesses are
driving down costs to become
competitive what would you want
your next government to do in
areas such as business rates and
taxes?
Caroline James: Charging business rates on
unoccupied premises is a major issue. Also, there have
not been enough regular valuations. These are needed
to adjust the system, particularly in poorer areas. There
is talk about Councils setting business rates which
would be a disaster. Empty property rates should
simply not be charged - Full stop!

James Dewhurst
of the tax take of the business community and aren't
compensated enough.

Andy McLaughlin: I think that discourages developers
to invest in property.

Mike Damm: So you're saying if the intention is to
grow medium sized companies they shouldn't be
penalised by the tax system

Caroline James: Developers simply won't do it.

James Dewhurst: Yes.

Ashley Hayman: This isn't really a problem for

Andy McLaughlin: Why shouldn't we get allowances
for investing in our people? If we're spending £10k
per year on training why can't we be given a 200%
allowance for that? We're trying to invest in skills and
we should be looking at capital allowances for training.
Ashley Hayman: That's a sound proposition but
the problem is it costs money which Government
doesn't have. It has chosen to support manufacturing
companies rather than services.

Ashley Hayman
Ashley Hayman: That may be true but then there is the
technical aspect - how do you export? This Chamber
is much more international than most Chambers. UKTI
is good but under resourced. They don't have enough
people. They could put more money into advisers and
UK export finance. Obtaining support is not easy and if
you want to make a sale you have to act fast.

The desire to
export has to come
from the company.
James Dewhurst: What they can't do is control outside
factors. The EU is about to start ‘printing money’ which
will make UK exports more expensive. You need to
have a strategy for learning about currency. This
exposes businesses to risk.
Andrew Turner: I think you're right. We need to keep
our £ low against the $ because this is helping me
enormously.

Caroline James
businesses - just developers or businesses that have
shrunk.
Caroline James: I agree with you. However, if you have
sold your business but own the property you can be in
a negative position.
Andy McLaughlin: It can also affect growing
businesses because they have nowhere to go as no
speculative build is taking place. You need a stream of
property coming through.
Ashley Hayman: Local Government needs money so if
we don't tax this they will have to find the money from
somewhere else. I'm not convinced this is the solution
to the problem. There will always be a burden that falls
upon business.
Mike Damms: The argument is that it has been a zero
sum gain since it was introduced. Capacity has just
been taken out.

Andy McLaughlin: Yes, but if the Government invests it
will benefit from a greater tax take as we move along.
The problem is we have a Government that focuses
on a 5 year term - they don't look at the benefits 10 or
15 years down the road. Germany has been a lot more
forward thinking and we've got to start thinking that
way.

Regulation is a
creeping cost on the
business.
Andrew Turner: Yes, we need to learn from the
mistakes of the past.
Mike Damms: A huge amount of money goes into
education but it is all in the supply side.
Andy McLaughlin: A lot of trades no longer train staff
because there is no incentive for them.
Mike Damms: At the risk of being political then should we be saying to Government don't interfere just
leave us to get on with what we're good at!
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A

s we near the end of the first quarter of 2015 we are already seeing the
Euro hit a seven year low against the Pound. Whilst a weaker Euro is
fantastic news for importers from the Eurozone, UK exports become
more expensive, potentially reducing the demand for British goods in
these crucial markets. Crucial being the operative word as the Eurozone is the top
trading partner of the UK. For exporters to remain competitive, in times of a strong
Pound, trading in Euros is one option to consider and our Chamber FX specialist is
available to appraise your business needs.

Mandy Lockett>
International Trade & Training Director>
<m.lockett@chamberelancs.co.uk>

PROUD TO

SUPPORT

TOP

Your top 10
Intellectual
Property tips...

The Chamber has secured an £8 million grant programme to stimulate enterprise across the
County. The Lancashire Business Growth Fund will allow eligible businesses with ambition to
grow unlock and bring forward investment in machinery and premises. Within this programme an
international trade strand is available to support and provide expert advice on developing business
overseas and the Chamber welcomes the recognition by Government of the value, capability and
potential of Lancashire’s industry. Businesses with potential investment plans can enquire with the
Chamber to start the ball rolling.

1
2
3

1TIP0
S

Don’t assume you don’t have any IP: All
businesses, regardless of size or industry,
own or use IP assets.

Research your ideas: Find out if your
invention, name or design is already
available or being used. It could save you
time and money in future.

Made in Britain campaign
supports UK manufacturing
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Learn more about IP: Before applying,
gain a basic knowledge of IP to ensure
you’re getting the best protection. The
Intellectual Property Office’s free online tool, IP
Equip, can help www.ipo.gov.uk/equip.

A

ccording to UK and European manufacturers’ organisation, EEF, manufacturing in
the UK is on the rise with the industry employing over 2.6 million people - a number
which is growing. British-made products now make up more than half of all UK
exports making Great Britain the world’s tenth largest exporting country, and to support
the blossoming manufacturing sector, an independent organisation run by manufacturers
for manufacturers has been created.
The Made in Britain campaign, which launched as
an independent, member-funded, not for profit
organisation in December 2013, aims to establish
a standardised country of origin logo in the form
of the Made in Britain marque. The marque takes
inspiration from the Union Flag and works as a
directional device as well as a logo in its own right
and has been designed to work across a range of
media, materials and sizes to ensure it can be used
by manufacturers from a wide range of sectors. It
has also been designed to be localised by county
or region.
A need for clear country of origin labelling was
established in consumer research undertaken in
2011 by British cooking appliance manufacturer
Stoves. The research showed that 48 percent of
Brits were confused about brands they perceived as
‘British’ but who actually manufactured their goods
overseas – 67% said they would welcome a ‘seal of
approval’ for British-made goods.

 INTERNATIONAL TRADE DATES:

As well as providing consumers with confidence
that the products they buy are made in the UK,
members have also found that marking their
products ‘made in Britain’ can have benefits when
it comes to exports. In 2012 Stoves, was awarded
with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the
International Trade category after overseas sales
of its cooking brands, including the Stoves brand,
increased by 880%. This success was attributed
to actively marketing and labelling its cooking
appliances as ‘made in Britain’, highlighting the
quality of build and the rich heritage of its cooking
brands.
The Made in Britain campaign now has over
400 members representing sectors as diverse
as medical appliances, musical instruments and
equipment, industrial engineering equipment
and home appliance manufacturers. For more
information about the Made in Britain campaign,
please see www.madeingb.org

chamberelancs.co.uk/international-trade/

Grow your exports

13 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Finding International Customers

14 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Dealing with Agents and Distributors

15 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Overseas Payments

16 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Selling tips in Negotiating Skills

17 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Trade Preference and Agrements

21 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Exporting Services

23 April 2015

Red Rose Court

Blackburn Hive Awards

30 April 2015

Blackburn Cathedral

International Trade Club Breakfast Meeting

21 May 2015

Dunkenhalgh

4
5

Realise it’s worth: IP is a highly valuable
asset. It could account for over 70% of
your business’ value.

Keep things confidential: New
innovations should be kept out of
the public domain until you have the
protection required. Early disclosure could
invalidate a patent application.

6
7
8
9
10

Trade mark your name: Registered
trade marks offer many benefits. Besides
protecting your company name/logo, you
can sell, franchise or licence your mark.
Know who owns your copyright: Be
aware that third parties creating materials
for your business will own the copyright
unless you put a contract in place to transfer it.
Embed it in your contracts: Clearly
state in employee contracts that all IP
created is owned by the company, not the
employee.
Don’t put off protecting your IP: Register
early to secure protection. Even after a
year or two, it may be too late.

Consult an IP professional: If
you’re new to IP or have doubts or
questions, it’s advisable to seek help
from an IP professional.

For further information about IP
please visit: www.gov.uk/ipo
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Clinical trial success for East
Lancs back pain relief product

L

ocal Designer Verity Wilkinson has recently launched her stunning new
collection of Layla Faye wall coverings, working with national retail and
wholesale company, Brewers.

The Layla Faye brand offers a stunning range of fresh, vibrant
designs that offer customers an uplifting individuality. The
ethos is to create a fresh range with a playful 60’s liberated
spirit. A touch of bohemian femininity is intertwined with
bold bright prints offering a refreshing twist on modern
design.
Verity, as the designer and founder of the business, said “I
have always had passion and enthusiasm for design.” Raised in
Lancashire by a potter and artist, she trained as a textile and
surface pattern designer at college and university before
travelling and working around the world throughout her
twenties.
She said “Inspiration for my designs comes from travel around
the world, living in quirky homes and exciting cultures and a
love of fifties/sixties design and music.
“My designs originate from travel, nature and architecture and I
am always on the lookout for something to spark a new design
and usually find inspiration in the great outdoors.
“All the designs are united by a nostalgic retro-modern feel and
bright happy colours that add a contemporary flow throughout
the collection.”

Verity, who works from her Studio in Barnoldswick, has
been helped by one of the Chamber’s International Trade
Team. Mike Beckett, an experienced International Trade
Advisor with over 30 years’ interior design experience, was
able to provide help and guidance to the business. Mike
commented “Having spent most of my career working in
the Home Interiors industry and having had the opportunity
to work with many talented designers, I was immediately
impressed with Verity’s design style and portfolio.”
“It is great to see what Verity has already achieved and I am
sure that we are going to see and hear a great deal more in
the future. Talent and drive are a powerful combination in any
business and the East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce is
proud to work with her.”
She said “I am proud to be manufacturing our wallpaper from
my home county of Lancashire. Our wallpaper is manufactured
using eco-friendly water-based inks on the best quality paper
in a world class factory. Our paper has been flexo and surface
printed using methods that originated in Lancashire 200 years
ago."

he European Union provides a potentially huge
customer base for UK businesses. Selling into
Europe should be simple, but the VAT rules depend
on precisely what and to whom you are selling.

Sale of goods
Let us look at the example of a UK-based retailer
that sells goods to, say France. First of all, we need
to determine who the customer in France is:
If they are a VAT registered business in France, then
provided that the relevant administration rules are
followed, our UK business should zero-rate the sale
for UK VAT. The sale will be subject to French VAT,
which will be dealt with by the customer.
If the French customer is not VAT registered, then the
VAT treatment of our UK sale will depend on the total
amount of sales the UK business has made to France
in the year. If our total annual sales to France are
below €100,000, then UK VAT is charged on the sale. If
the UK business makes sales over this ‘distance selling’
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An abstract of the independent clinical evaluation, carried out by the University of Central Lancashire
Movement Analysis Laboratory, was presented at the Society for Back Pain Research Annual Conference
in Dublin, which concluded that LumbaCurve was significantly more effective compared with standard
treatment guidelines currently advocated by the NHS.
The report’s conclusion stated that ‘Initial findings reported that through a four week intervention programme,
significant improvements in patient reported back pain levels are demonstrated following standardised care plus
LumbaCurve™ intervention’.
LumbaCurve director David Pegg commented, “Needless to say we are delighted with these findings, and as a direct result
LumbaCurve has already been taken on by a major European medical distributor, and are now in talks with a potential U.S. partner.
The abstract is to be published in the Bone and Joint Journal and a Journal paper submission to the European Spine Journal is pending.

for further
information about
the LumaCurve visit:
lumbacurve.com

International
Trade Club

Read the full story at: www.laylafaye.com

VAT AND SELLING TO EUROPE
T

L

umbaCurve International founded in Accrington, have announced that clinical
trials of their innovative back pain relief device have now been completed and the
results confirm that LumbaCurve can significantly reduce lower back pain.

threshold, then it has an obligation to register itself
for VAT in France, and charge French VAT.
This distance selling threshold varies across memberstates (either €100,000 or €35,000), so care must be
taken to ensure sales in each territory are monitored
as appropriate.

Sale of services
There are different rules for the sale of services.
If our UK based company makes sales of general
consultancy services to France, then again we need to
look at the status of our customer.
Sales of these services to a French business whether
they are VAT registered or not are subject to the
‘reverse charge simplification’ measures, meaning no
UK VAT is charged, and the French VAT is dealt with by
the customer as appropriate.
If our French customer is not in business, then the
sale of our services is subject to UK VAT, regardless of
our level of sales in France.

Sale of e-services
If our UK company makes sales of digital downloads
to consumers (who are not in business) in France, then
since 1 January 2015 there is an obligation to charge
French VAT, regardless of the amount of sales. The
UK company must either register in France for VAT,
or register for the new Mini One Stop Shop (MOSS)
with HMRC.
These examples illustrate the basic rules for
determining the VAT treatment of sales to other EU
member states. Even in these seemingly straight
forward situations, there can be several different VAT
treatments depending on varying factors.
There are many more detailed rules for specific types
of goods and services, as well as other practicalities
such as overseas VAT registration to consider, so
always ensure professional advice is taken.

Tom Blenkinsop

Tax Department at Cassons

Lancashire’s International Trade Club enables companies to
meet every other month on an informal and enjoyable basis,
share their experiences with fellow exporters and importers,
and develop their knowledge of international trade matters
and events. Guest speakers give an insight into important
aspects of international trade and current issues.
The Club is open to all exporting or importing companies in the area.
Call Marie White on 01254 356448 and see how this network can be
of value to you.

Future meeting dates: 21 May 2015, 24 September 2015,
5 November 2015, 4 December 2015

The International Trade Club is an invaluable
forum in which to exchange views with other
exporters, and to keep up to date with new
developments in a rapidly changing global
business environment... I always consider this
time to be well spent for Fort Vale”
DAVID THORNLEY, Fort Vale Engineering Ltd.
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THE BIG INTERVIEW

“While it is a bit of a steep learning curve, at the
end of the day what it is about is being the voice
of business and doing whatever you possibly can
to represent that community. I want to remind
everybody what we do up here in terms of the
strength of our manufacturing capability, which
we have always had but we need to be a bit more
vocal about.”

D

avid Sharpe has recently become the latest President for the Chamber he talks to Kate Jackson about his aspirations for his two year term.

He may be Bolton born and bred but David Sharpe has become a
prominent figure in East Lancashire during the past decade.

Forensic Ltd, and currently employs approximately 70 people in the
Blackburn office.

Since joining Blackburn-based Accountancy firm Pierce Group Ltd, a longstanding Chamber member, in 2006, David has become well-known not
just within the financial sector but across the wider business community.

In the past few years Pierce has won various accolades including both the
ICAEW and the Insider Dealmakers Corporate Finance Advisory Team of
the Year and Turnaround Team of the Year.

As Director of Pierce Corporate Finance Ltd and Pierce Group Ltd he has
built up strong cross sector links within the region, which he now hopes to
use to support the Chamber and its members

“Pierce has always been strong supporters of the Chamber and its networking
events. I have been to a lot of different Chamber functions over the years
through working for the firm and as time has gone on I have gradually
become more involved.”

Having first been elected to the Chamber’s Council in 2013, representing
the financial sector, he has been selected by his fellow Chamber Directors
on the Chamber’s Board as President of the Chamber for 2015/16.
He sees the role as being to further promote
businesses in the region and to assist
economic growth.
“I am keen to be an ambassador for the North,
in particular our region and will endeavour
to bang the drum for East Lancashire to show
what we have to offer,” David said.

…. at the end of the day what
it is about is being the voice
of business

He believes that his experience working in
corporate finance has given him a firm understanding of the challenges
facing companies in the region which will help him in this role.
“In order to be successful in corporate finance you need to develop some
quite extensive networks, you need to get to know a lot of people and to have
their trust. Having these business networks leads on to a natural fit with the
Chamber”
The father-of-two and keen fell walker has built up a notable reputation in
the field of finance, having firstly secured a degree in economics majoring
in accountancy from Manchester University, followed by qualification as
a Chartered Accountant. David also holds the ICAEW Corporate Finance
qualification.
After a period in the accountancy profession following qualification, David
worked for 10 years as Financial Director in industry for a number of SMEs
and in 2006 made the move to Pierce, having heard of their distinguished
reputation.
Starting out as a small accountancy practice in Accrington in 1928, the
Pierce group has grown to encompass three main companies, Pierce
Chartered Accountants Ltd, Pierce Corporate Finance Ltd and Pierce
16 | BusinessLIFE | Spring 2015

In 2012 David was recommended by the Chamber to become a founder
member of Hive, the Blackburn with Darwen Business Leaders Network.
This private-sector led initiative aims to link the business and civic
leadership in the Borough to encourage
growth and investment in the area
and to help make the area more
prosperous for the benefit of all. In the
role David has run workshops aimed at
encouraging finance & investment and
also to demonstrating to members the
range of help available.
Similar Groups have been established across East Lancashire, adding an
invaluable local complement to the Chambers activities
Despite this impressive contribution David says that he was nevertheless
surprised when he was approached to take on the position.
“I never planned or expected to take on such a privileged position at one of the
leading Accredited Chambers of Commerce in the UK, but it great honour to
be asked and I will give my full commitment to the role.

I will give my full
commitment to the role.
My predecessor Wendy Bowers did a fantastic job through the two and a half
years that she was President and she is nationally to be one of a handful of
non-executive directors on the Board of British Chambers of Commerce. The
Chambers are highly recognised as a body of substance, and as a result of that
I am keen to utilise the opportunity and highlight the work carried out in East
Lancs.”

As an early public baptism he has already been
on a panel representing the Chamber and
Pierce at the ‘Doing Business in Blackburn’ event
organised by the Insider Magazine.
He has also pledged to speak up about local
infrastructure problems necessary changes,
and to continue to help link business and
the regions educational establishments,
to gradually solve the skills shortages.
Additionally, in the ethos of Hive he hopes to
encourage more businesses in East Lancashire
to trade together.
He summed up: “East Lancashire has many
tremendous companies and inspiring business
and a deserved world-wide reputation for trade.
Together we can make a huge difference in terms
of opportunities and employment, and improve
local prosperity. The Chamber exists to support
business and the ½ million population in the area,
and as President my role is to represent you in that
endeavour. It is an honour to be of service.”

Together we
can make a
huge difference
in terms of
opportunities
and employment,
and improve local
prosperity

David Sharpe
EAST LANCASHIRE CHAMBER PRESIDENT
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CIPS & TRAINING

“Musings on Leadership”

Are you up to

D

SPEED?

In the Twitter age, having followers simply means
having a fan club or at best a group of like-minded
but separate individuals who appreciate your input
into their lives on a casual basis. Before all that, having many
‘followers’ was a sign of a successful ‘leader’.



irective 2014/24/EU of the European
Parliament came into force on the 17th April
2014. It is anticipated that the Directive will
be implemented in UK law as the new Public
Contracts Regulations early in 2015.

Being a leader
The holy grail of leading a team is to develop an ethos within it where only minimal leadership
is required to motivate it to deliver. This requires the winning of hearts-and-minds and ends
with a team who manage themselves and motivate each other. But before you can sit back and
put your feet up, there is a lot of hard work. Throughout the stages of development, you will
interchangeably, and sometimes simultaneously, become creator; nurturer; teacher; pace-setter;
mentor; consultant – much like the journey from new parent to grandparent – as you develop a
self-motivated group, synergised beyond a collection of individuals.

The new Directives support the UK Government’s priorities to improve
economic growth and reduce the deficit. They will achieve this by
making the public procurement process quicker, less costly and with
less red tape.

Of course there is no “one size fits all” template and
some of your team may need you to be their parent
for longer, for example, whist other are quickly
ready to simply have a pace-set and to know
you are there when they need you. As such
it’s important that you understand the needs
of your team members as you take them on
that journey.

Public procurement is not generally perceived as a strategic function
but as an administrative exercise focused on legal compliance.
Business skills, market intelligence and a focus on leadership skills
should be at the heart of public purchasing - The main principles of
the new EU directives transparency, treating contactors equally and
without discrimination remain the same.
Some of the changes in the new Directive are mandatory but
there are a few which are optional. The Cabinet Office is leading
the discussions regarding the optional elements. This consultation
exercise is still in progress. When completed and the final version of
the new Public Contracts Regulation has been drafted, the Cabinet
Office will provide additional guidance to support implementation.
Changes will affect public sector procurement departments as well
as suppliers bidding for Government business and involve:•
•
•
•

Shorter Minimum Timescales
Procedures
Early Engagement with the Market
Supplier Appraisal

the various metrics for measuring quality

•

the need for robust Change
Management processes

•

the importance of Contract Management
in the new EU Procurement Directive

•

understanding of the legal and
commercial elements of contracts

•

learn about different contracting
strategies and how they transfer risk

Contract Management 2 day Masterclass

•

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

understand and manage the commercial
impact of principal obligations

•

be able to manage claims and disputes

Contract Management

T

he contract is at the core of all commercial transactions, good
contract management is a core competency of successful
organisations. The effective expenditure of money and resources is
dependent on successful contract management activities - selecting the
appropriate models, understanding the legal principles of creating a
contract, managing each party's rights and obligations and dealing with
claims and disputes are all key areas within this discipline.
Effective Contract Management ensures that you derive the maximum
value from your contracts and do not overlook critical issues which could
result in reduced outcomes, increased costs or potential legal challenge.
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Participants attending the training will learn
•

the key issues of Contract Management

•

the importance of managing service delivery

•

how to develop a customer-provider interface

•

the importance of robust Service Levels and KPIs

Through a number of recent
acquisitions such as instant messaging
app Nimbuzz and WaveCrest, we aim
to develop New Calls’ International
family to become a key part of our
vision of an integrated ‘digital life’
ecosystem designed around your
needs.

By Stuart Quinn Chair, CIPS Branch

•

•

ased in the heart
of Lancashire, New Call
Telecom is recognised today
as one of the fastest growing,
price leading telecom service
providers in the UK with an
evolving presence in India.
We provide straightforward,
great value phone and broadband
packages through our five brilliant
brands to an increasing 750,000
annual subscribers. Fuel Broadband
offers both Residential and Business
solutions while our subsidiary brands;
Planet Talk, Just Dial and Rate
Buster, all offer low cost international
calling services.

Even before all of that though, as a leader
you need to be clear with yourself what
you are trying to achieve, right from the
outset: in your career, in your current
role, with your football team, or with your
slimming or fitness group. Once you are fully
committed to your goal and can articulate it,
you can start to sell it to others. If the idea is
worth pursuing, like-minded people will require
little convincing to ‘follow’ you but they will
continually look to you to embody that vision or
they may well click ‘unfollow’.

The European Commission
also intends to develop a policy
to promote the professionalisation
of buyers, to raise the profile of the
strategic nature of public purchasing.

B

understand the types of remedies
available and the processes to be
followed

To find out more about New Call
Telecom and the services we offer,
visit our website:
www.newcalltelecom.co.uk

TRAINING METHODOLOGY
The training will include a variety of
instructional methods, and involve a high
level of interaction. Our experienced
international practitioner (FCIPS) will explain
principles and issues, using real examples,
and will involve participants through
discussion and debate, and individual and
group exercises.

To find out dates and more information contact the CIPS
Training Team on: 01254 356400 / info@cipsbt.co.uk
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CREATIVE & DIGITAL

Sector Spotlight
T

he Northern franchise
was let to Northern
Rail in 2004 and originally
set to run until 2011 with
no forecast of significant
growth in passenger
numbers. Fast forward ten
years and Northern has seen
a staggering 47% growth
in passenger numbers with
annual journeys totalling 96
million.

ccelerating at twice the rate of
the broader economy, the creative
industry has become one of
the fastest growing sectors in
Lancashire. Where once it was
dominated by businesses based in the cities, the
rise of digital technologies has led to increased
opportunities closer to home. Here industry
professionals tell of how the future looks
bright for creative types in the region.
Currently there are more than 4,000 firms that operate in the creative sector in
the county, a figure which is continuing to rise as more businesses tap into the
opportunities created by Media City in Salford.
As the area continues to attract investment many companies in the sector have
been going through a period of substantial growth.
Jobs in the sub-sectors include design and fashion to branding, computer
games and software, film, media, broadcasting, marketing and PR and web
design and digital services.
Roger Edworthy, Internet Services Manager who looks after the web design
team at the Chamber said: “There is no doubt that the sector has strengthened
considerably in recent years.
“As well as the traditional print and more recently, web design a number of
businesses are working out of East Lancashire to support the film industry and
other aspects of design.

After an automatic extension and a
review of the franchising programme,
a new Direct Award contract was
secured in 2014 meaning Northern
will continue to operate rail services
until 2016.

“In the International Trade section of this magazine we feature a Barnoldswick
designer who is creating a big impression.”
Matt Needham, Director of Creative Half Dozen based in Higham says that part
of the success of the sector is due to businesses embracing the need to invest
in branding and marketing.
“Businesses across all sectors have recognised the importance of having effective
and sustained marketing, branding, PR and web design. This has led to more
opportunities in the digital and creative sector locally as businesses have started to
realise that there are highly capable firms on their doorstep.”
Industry professionals say that this success is in part down to the advances in
digital technologies.
Clive Wood, Managing Director of Creative World based in Altham said: “When
I started working in the industry 33 years ago there was no internet or mobile
phones. I had to get work by going out and getting myself known, often commuting
to London where I would stay for three days a week.
“The world seems such a smaller place now. It is a lot easier to get yourself known
with the advances in technology such as websites and social media.
“In essence it doesn’t really matter where in the world you are based as long as the
work produced is up to the right standard.”
In fact Clive says that being based in East Lancashire gives firms an advantage.
“Being based in East Lancashire our overheads are lower in terms of rent, and to an
extent wages. This gives us the edge as we can undercut our competitors who are
based in places like London.”
However one of the major challenges facing the area has been the leakage of
talent into neighbouring cities such as Manchester, Liverpool and Leeds.
“There is some fantastic work being produced in East Lancashire but greater
awareness needs to be made of the opportunities available locally to keep talent in
the area,” added Matt.

Clive says that one of the ways Creative
World hopes to combat the problem is
through apprenticeship programmes run in
conjunction with local colleges in order to
nurture new talent.
“We employ people from across the North West,
the area has a lot of creative people but their
skills need to be honed.
“We have been taking on apprentices from
colleges and schools locally so we can train
them up to the standards that we require and
offer the employment opportunities.”
Local collaboration between companies and
individuals has helped to build on the growth
of the sector’s economy, which has an annual
GVA contribution of £700m.

“All small, local, creative businesses that provide
skills that contribute to the final project.
In order for the sector to progress further,
professionals say that there is a need to tap into
the support which is available.
“Bodies such as the Chamber are essential for
start-up and new businesses which may need
guidance and support and are unsure where to
turn,” added Matt.
Roger said: “The sector is being supported in
some ways with organisations such as Creative

In addition Northern are currently
working with the DfT to deliver a fleet
of 20 electric trains into the North
West as well as introducing a new
service from Blackburn and Burnley
to Manchester via the Todmorden
Curve.

“In order to provide the best possible
work for our clients we collaborate with
a number of different professionals in
the industry locally,” added Matt.
Roger said: “Companies do collaborate
with each other on projects when
needed, however there is a tendency for
companies to say they are experts at
everything.
“The small web design team at the Chamber
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have worked with a small business who
specialise in 3D graphic design, a specialist
company video producer, photographers and
writers.

As part of the new contract
Northern has committed to a range
of improvements including ticket
purchase facilities, extending the
availability of advanced tickets,
investing in better information e.g.
installing customer information
display screens at a further 100
stations and new environmental
initiatives.

Lancashire who support new enterprises and
help raise the profile of the creative and digital
sector in Lancashire.
“They offer networking opportunities and
information on finance and funding.”
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YOUR EAST LANCASHIRE

BURNLEY

I

n the past few years
Burnley has made a name
for itself both nationally
and internationally as a
major business hub.

F

ollowing a number of significant multi-million
pound developments taking shape it was awarded
the prestigious title of the ‘most enterprising area’
in the UK, by Business Secretary Dr Vince Cable in 2013.
Now as the hugely anticipated Todmorden Curve rail
link to Manchester gears up to open in May, the area is
anticipating another major boost to the economy.
Burnley Council has been working alongside the Burnley
Bondholders private sector scheme to attract investment
into the borough.
So far more than £800m has been invested in the business
infrastructure during the past decade, which has resulted
in significant jobs growth with new companies moving
into the area.
Between 2004 and 2013 the number of businesses
existing in Burnley has increased by 6.9 per cent. And last
year nearly 1,000,000sq. ft. of industrial and commercial
workplace space was taken up by businesses setting up
and expanding.
Mark Crabtree, managing director of AMS Neve and chair
of Burnley Bondholder Focus Group said: “Everyone knows
about the economic challenges Burnley faced a few years
ago.
“The reason that there have been so many positive stories
recently is our town is now focused on the future and full of
energy.”
This year is expected to see the ongoing development
of Innovation Drive, Burnley’s flagship aerospace park,
home to engineering firms Kaman Tooling Ltd and BCW
Engineering Limited.
While additional businesses are expected to move into
the £50m Burnley Bridge Business Park. The 70-acre
development, which is linked to the M65, has a thriving
commercial landscape including major businesses in the
aerospace, automotive, distribution, precision engineering
and textiles sectors.
Head of regeneration and planning policy at Burnley
Council, Kate Ingram said: “These are exciting times for
Burnley as a business centre. 2015 will see further investment
in a range of major developments.”
Construction of 12,000 square metres worth of
manufacturing and office space behind Burnley College
and UCLan campus in Princess Way is also set to
commence this year.
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YOUR EAST LANCASHIRE
2015 will see further
investment in a range
of major developments.”

PENDLE

Pendle award winner
named as finalist
TrainingStation, named Employer of
the Year at last year’s Pendle Business
Awards, have just been named one of
four finalists in the Training Provider Sub
Contractor of the Year category at the
annual Apprenticeships 4 England Training
Provider and Apprentice Employer Awards.

BLACKBURN

Blackburn College
Construction Awards

The multi-million pound development known as Vision
Park is expected to create between 250 and 400 jobs,
and will mean that businesses can benefit from close
collaboration, research and knowledge transfer with the
college and university

A group of dedicated students were
presented with trophies and certificates at
the Annual Blackburn College Construction
Awards. The event was to award
successful students for their success in a
number of construction areas including
brickwork, carpentry and joinery, fitted
interiors, plumbing, electrical/electronic
engineering, mechanical engineering and
gas.

While the transformation of Weavers’ Triangle is set to
continue as part of the £100m On the Banks development,
which has already seen significant regeneration of the
former cotton heartland.
Work is currently underway on phases four and five of the
construction programme which will see the Grade II-listed
houses in Slater Terrace transformed into canal-side offices.
On the Banks was chosen as the location for the first
University Technical College (UTC) in the North West. The
Visons Learning Trust UTC opened its doors in August 2013
providing specialist technical training in construction and
engineering for 14 to 19 year-olds.

RIBBLE VALLEY

Clitheroe Lodge
receives cash boost

Kate added: “Burnley’s impressive business parks, its
reputation as a world class aerospace cluster, its improving
infrastructure, new college, universities and UTC, put it in an
excellent position to attract further investment.”
The long awaited Todmorden Curve rail link is set open
on May 17, reducing commuting times from Burnley
Manchester Road to the city centre to under an hour.
Burnley Council Place Brand Manager, Amber Corns said:
“The reinstatement of 500 metres of rail track will improve
journey times between Burnley, Accrington and Manchester
and will be a vital catalyst for jobs, economic growth and the
visitor economy.
“The project will put Burnley within an easy commuting range
of Manchester and open up job prospects, as well as tourist
and leisure opportunities.”

The project will put
Burnley within an easy
commuting range of
Manchester and open
up job prospects, as well
as tourist and leisure
opportunities.”

A neglected lodge in Clitheroe has received
a cash boost from a ground-breaking
environmental credit scheme. Clitheroe’s
man-made reservoir, Primrose Lodge,
was registered with The Environment
Bank in the North West’s first ‘biodiversity
offsetting’ scheme two years ago.

ROSSENDALE

Boost for Rossendale
infrastructure
Rossendale council bosses have agreed to
pump £1.5 million into transport and road
infrastructure as part of next year’s budget.

HYNDBURN

...our town is now
focused on the future
and full of energy.”

4G comes to Accrington
Businesses can now benefit from ultrafast
4G across Accrington. The arrival of
Vodafone 4G means customers are able
to connect to the internet more quickly,
more reliably and in more places than
ever before. It is expected to boost local
businesses by allowing employees to work
where they want to, when they want to.
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POLICY
A BRITAIN BUILT FOR GROWTH

Policy Report

S

ince the beginning of 2015, the economic environment that business operates in has become
ever more dynamic. While Europe has returned to growth of sorts and has stabilised Greece
(for the moment), the continued uncertainties has seen Sterling appreciate by 16% against
the euro in the last 12 months, making life difficult for our exporters. In the UK however
there is a raft of good data, with growth at 2.6%, record highs in the stock-market and levels
of employment, and unemployment continuing to fall. The price of Oil is at unprecedented lows. On
the other hand Business Investment levels remain a concern though. ‘Skills –shortages’ are moving
from rhetoric to becoming a real problem; perhaps because of this, real wages are starting to climb.
The political environment is no less volatile. With the general election in the offing, the main political
parties are now putting forward very different policy and tax models and intentions on Europe.
However as British Chambers’ Director General observed at the Chambers’ Annual Conference, there
will at some point, preferably sooner rather than later, have to be some air-clearing by whoever wins
about Europe – otherwise the nation will remain harmfully divided .

Lancashire Enterprise Partnership
There is a commitment by the Politicians that they will continue with some variant on LEPs in the next Parliament.
With £1bn of funding for investment in infrastructure, premises, skills
and Business Support already under its control, the next challenge is
for Lancashire’s LEP to oversee effective commissioning and delivery.
Real progress is already been made in areas like industrial zones
(Burnley Bridge), rail (Clitheroe-Blackburn-Manchester), roads (Preston
City Deal) and Skills (Blackpool & Fylde College: Energy). The flagship
Enterprise Zones, which are earmarked for 6,000 jobs, have had a
slightly choppier start but Government appears satisfied with progress

now that the complex land deals have been finalised.
Full details of the LEP can be found on the website www.lancashirelep.
co.uk If you want further information, or have some contribution
that will improve LEP performance, or have views on how the LEP can
enhance its communication with business, then please contact our
CEO, Mike Damms, m.damms@chamberelancs.co.uk who chairs the
LEP’s Stakeholder Group.

T

he British Chambers of Commerce has aspirations that over the next five years, we
can become a more confident, more enterprising, more skilled trading nation. The
alternative would be to retreat into slow but very real decline.

The decisions taken during the term of the next Parliament will have a profound impact on our
ability to grow businesses here at home and trade across the world.
For the life of the Parliament and beyond we want government decisions that are relentlessly progrowth; business policies are fit for the long term; local business communities that are empowered
where the machinery of national and local government works with and for business; and those
held democratically accountable for outcomes are free to appoint those in charge of delivery.
To achieve growth that delivers prosperity, seven actions must be at the heart of any plan for
government:

ROAD & RAIL LINKS

T

he Chamber has been consulted on the next phase of the East
Lancashire Connectivity Study which is the Ribble Valley Growth
Corridor, which mainly concerns the A59 & A682 (Gisburn-Barrowford)
and their link roads. Jacobs, the consultants appointed by Lancashire
County Council will now prepare options. If you have issues or
observations on how the Corridor can be improved, please contact our
CEO Mike Damms m.damms@chamberelancs.co.uk
The interim report on the Rossendale Road and Rail Study is due
imminently, but in the meantime the Chamber and members of the
Rossendale Business Leaders’ Group have joined forces with Greater
Manchester Chamber‘s Bury Branch to jointly consider connections
round North Manchester. Under Combined authorities and Devolution,
Manchester will be acquiring greater responsibilities for transport.

ENERGY: SHALE

T

he Chamber continues to campaign through its membership of BIS’s
NW Unconventional Oil & Gas Forum and the NW Energy Task Force
for manufacturing members’ interests in having a reliable, secure and
price-competitive source of energy.
Cuadrilla’s applications to test drill for Shale at two sites in Lancashire
have been deferred, but interestingly the County Council planning
officers appeared satisfied with the technical case - the initial grounds
for recommending refusal were ‘more normal’ issues of noise and vehicle
movements.
Lancashire’s Chambers will continue to press for early resolution as if Shale
is approved in the UK our Supply chains deserve to be in the vanguard.

Strengthening UK Manufacturing Supply Chains

T

hrough its chairing the N.W. Regional Manufacturing Forum, the Chamber was consulted
by BIS on the Governments ‘Strengthening UK Manufacturing Supply Chains: An action
plan for government and Industry’. Supply chain activity already adds £148 billion to the
economy - but there is the potential for at least a further £30 billion - as well as the risk that
existing primes will be lost to the UK if they are not adequately served. This is part of national
Industrial Strategy and full details can be found on the Department for Business, Innovation &
Skills website.
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• Develop the talents of the next generation

• Rebuild Britain’s business infrastructure

• Support long-term business investment

• Drive down business costs and taxes

• Grow Britain’s global trade potential

• Deliver a new settlement for Britain in Europe

• Place business at the heart of local growth
The goals of our Business Plan for Britain are shared by companies in every region and nation of the UK. In
some cases, action is required from Westminster - in others, solutions will be in the hands of the devolved
administrations in Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and local areas in England.
The BCC’s ‘Business Plan for Britain’ is practical, pragmatic and achievable. We call on the next UK
government, the devolved administrations, and local authorities - regardless of location or political
colour - to work together and with us to make it a reality

B

y implementing this plan and by maintaining a relentless focus on policies that deliver prosperity, the next government
can help to achieve the following aspirations:

GDP - The fastest GDP growth rate in the G7 over the life of the next
Parliament
BUSINESS INVESTMENT - The highest level of business investment as
a % of GDP in the G7 by 2020
EMPLOYMENT - The lowest rate of youth unemployment in Europe by
2020
TRADE - Double the value of exports to £1 trillion by 2020
BUDGET - Elimination of the UK’s budget deficit and a return to surplus
by 2018/19
TAXATION - Maintain the lowest rate of corporation tax in the G20 and

achieve the lowest business input taxes and charges by 2020
INFRASTRUCTURE - Rise from 27th to top 15 in the World Economic
Forum’s Quality of Overall Infrastructure rankings by 2020
HOUSING - Support private-sector construction rates of at least
200,000 new homes per annum over the life of the next Parliament
EDUCATION AND SKILLS - A workforce with literacy, numeracy and
problem-solving skills that rank in the top ten in the OECD Adult Skills
Survey by 2020
COMPETITIVENESS - Ranked first amongst European countries
for overall competitiveness by the World Economic Forum by 2020
(currently ninth overall and fifth amongst European countries)
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BUSINESS NEWS

BUSINESS NEWS

The new BMW 2
Series Convertible

Facilities Management Partnership
for Harvey Environmental

C

olne based Harvey Environmental is celebrating joining forces
with Bolton-based Facilities Management business ACS UK,
which will see both companies continue to grow throughout
the North West and the UK.

Harvey Environmental saw significant growth in 2014, and is looking
forward to branching out to provide a one-stop shop for Facilities
Management. Managing Director Martin Harvey said “We were already
offering Pest Control and Washroom services, but with this partnership with
ACS UK, we can now help to supply industrial cleaning and maintenance too.
It means that businesses will be able to source their Facilities Management all
under one roof”.

Martin, who is also President of the British Pest Control Association, added
“We hope that this new deal will benefit our existing customer base, but will
also be attractive to new clients who are looking to centralise their contracts.
“Quality of service is our number one driver, and it is behind the growth of
our business and we feel that the quality of ACS UK will be a benefit to that
continued growth”.
James Thornton of ACS UK said “Harvey Environmental have a track record
in quality of service. Together we’re hoping to create a service which can cut
down time management for businesses, provide a top quality service, and
hopefully some cost saving too”.

Local Business Leaders receive MBE

M

ajid Hussain, who is chief executive of Accrol Papers in Blackburn, picked up his
MBE in front of his mum Mahroof Begum, his brother Mozam and his sister Kauser
as well as his son 14-year-old Jamal. He received the award from Princess Anne at a
special ceremony in London for his services to business and industry.

The 37-year-old from Blackburn Road, Accrington, joined the family firm in 2009 and built the
business into the largest wholly-owned British company producing tissue paper and kitchen roll.

T

O

he new BMW 2 Series Convertible has just been launched to critical acclaim
and looks just as good as it drives. Assertive design with short overhangs,
powerful contours and a muscular rear reflect a powerful confidence.

With the softtop open, the front looks
even more confident, with athletic-looking
shoulders and a more muscular looking
rear. Even with the roof closed, its dynamic
contours and sporty proportions make it a real
head turner. And with the optional contrastcolour softtop its most striking feature can
come to the fore: throwing caution to the
wind and awakening the senses, guaranteeing
maximum driving pleasure.
The interior delights too with a beautifully
composed feeling of space. All the operating
elements are orientated towards the driver,
and exclusive features such as chrome trim
exude a premium look and feel. The surfaces
and edges blend seamlessly into one another,
enhancing the light, flowing sensation inside.
The car, like many models across the range,
provides a perfect combination of contrasts.
The dynamic drive system and innovative
BMW EfficientDynamics technologies unite
uncompromising power and maximum
efficiency. The result is a convertible that
brings maneuverability and agility directly to
the streets, whether in the ECO PRO Mode or
with a sportier driving style.

n January 1st 2015 new
Waste Regulations
came into effect in England.
These require waste and
recycling companies to
separately collect certain
recyclable materials.
The aim is to increase
the quantity of material
available for recycling and
to improve its quality by
reducing contamination.
	

Thanks to a range of trim levels including
Luxury, Sport and M Sport models there’s a car
to match all tastes, with the scintillating BMW
M235i at the pinnacle of the models on offer.
With its M Performance Twin-Power Turbo
inline six-cylinder petrol engine, the M235i
unleashes the racier side and takes driving
pleasure to a whole new level.
For more information on the new BMW 2
Series Convertible or to view this outstanding
car visit Lloyd Colne or call 01282 720720 to
arrange a test drive.
When it comes to BMW Sales and Service
Lloyd Colne takes some beating.
As your local authorised BMW Centre for
the surrounding area, Lloyd Colne offer the
highest levels of service and expertise for all
your automotive needs.
Lloyd Motor Group, Colne are proud to be
holders of BMW’s highly coveted 20 Star
rating - a hard to achieve, and even harder
to maintain measurement of the New and
Approved Used Car Sales and Service
departments.

Neales Waste Management provides
its customers with a fully compliant
service enabling them to separate
paper, plastic, metal and glass from
their general waste.
These materials are then taken to
Neales’ new flagship recycling facility
in Chorley, where they are processed
and any residual waste is shredded
and turned into a sustainable fuel for
use in cement kilns, reducing their
dependence on traditional fossil fuels.
The new regulations apply to all
businesses. Businesses who are not
meeting the requirements or are
unsure of their obligations should
contact Neales who will advise on
the most cost effective way to ensure
compliance.

The company, which is based at Roman Road Industrial Estate in Davyfield Road, is also the fourth
largest tissue converter in the UK.

Neales Waste Management

He said: “The Princess Royal was very friendly and she had obviously read up about what I had been
doing and my work as she raised a few points with me which was nice.

www.neales-waste.co.uk

0845 86 222 50

“When I received a letter last year asking if I would accept the MBE I thought that it was a mistake and
that it was for somebody else.
“The whole day was an excellent experience and I’m glad that everything went off without a hitch.”
Andrew Holt, founder and managing director What More UK Ltd, also received an MBE for services
to manufacturing and the community in Burnley.
Established in 1999, the company has grown to become the UK’s largest manufacturer and brand
leader of plastic housewares, gardening and storage products, under the brand name WHAM.
It exports to 54 countries and makes more than 600 products.
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Majid Hussain MBE
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CHAMBER NETWORKING

CHAMBER NETWORKING

T

he Chamber’s Diamond Ambassadors
braved January’s snowy weather to
attend the first business leaders’ lunch
of the year at the Mercure Dunkenhalgh.

The guest speakers for the lunch were Clare Turner (Blackburn with
Darwen Council) and Andrew Dewhurst (Eric Wright) who gave a behind
the scenes presentation on the new Cathedral Quarter project which is
rapidly changing the face and aspirations of Blackburn town centre.

R

Diamond Ambassadors is an enhanced Chamber membership scheme
designed to provide CEO to CEO level networking and the opportunity
to engage with the Chamber on a strategic level.

ecently one of our clients
sponsored a business
networking event. Around 200
folk gave up their Wednesday
night and for that they should be
applauded. Everyone was keen
to put on a good show for their
business.

For more information, please contact Darren Grantham on
01254 356433 or d.grantham@chamberelancs.co.uk

But the guest list showed 1 in
10 businesses had just a basic
personal email address. We’re
talking about those ending in
btconnect, yahoo, gmail etc.
It’s 2015. Email isn’t new. We’ve
had a couple of decades to get
used to the concept. Setting
up a business email account is
something most teenagers could
do before breakfast (if they got
up before breakfast). But, if you
can’t find a teenager there are
lots of professionals out there
who’ll offer their services. It’s
not expensive either. A couple of
cinema tickets cost more than a
domain name.

Does it matter?

Event photography: Sheila Gutteridge. View the full gallery of images at: www.chamberelancs.co.uk/gallery

 Diary dates 2015
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From a functionality perspective,
no not at all, it’s all words,
pictures and computer code. But
from business brand the answer
is an emphatic yes.
It says to potential customers that
you either don’t care how you’re
perceived or you don’t know how
to do something so basic. Either
way it starts alarm bells ringing.

CHAMBER CURRY CLUB

27 March 2015

CHAMBER TO CHAMBER EVENT

23 April 2015

CHAMBER CURRY CLUB

15 May 2015

MEET THE PROFESSIONALS

19 May 2015

CHAMBER GOLF DAY

28 May 2015

PRESIDENT'S SUMMER BALL 2015

05 June 2015

PR and Marketing:

MEET & EAT IN THE VALLEY

15 June 2015

01706 214340 | info@vivapr.co.uk

CHAMBER CURRY CLUB

31 July 2015
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CHAMBER NEWS
New members

CHAMBER NEWS



Acorn Cleaners
Advanced Combustion Engineering Ltd
AKORN Financial Advice Limited
Ashwood Business Consultancy
BD Elec Limited
Blackburn Alarms
Blackburn Distributions Ltd
Blue Sky Performance
Classic Cliche
Enterprise 4 All
Entwistle Chartered Accountants
Financial Affairs Ltd
Flying Dutchmen Trading
Fresh Perspective Films
Hays Recruiting PLC
Internet Traders
Jules Bling & Things
K:Mac Accounting consultancy
Kaleidoscope Colours Ltd
Khanjra International Foods Ltd
KwikTic Ltd
Linemark UK Ltd
Lisa Walls-Hester (Freelance Writer)
Micro Matic Ltd
Option Hygiene Ltd
Pendle Frozen Foods Ltd
Pickup Books
Provincial Engineering Lancashire Limited
Ribble Runner
Route2take
Santander Bank
Self-Lit Design
Sovereign Group Ltd
StickU
Thomas Millington Recruitment Ltd
Thompsons Training NW Limited
Victoria Rose Art
Viva PR
Woven Art Company Ltd

Health cash plan provider to BCC

S

ince 1919, Westfield Health has been at the forefront
of keeping hardworking people fit and healthy - no
one knows more about keeping people healthy,
motivated and fit for work.

BETTER ~ CONNECTED

B

eing a member of the Chamber is all about connecting with
the local business community and drawing upon the depth
of knowledge and expertise that is on offer.

The Chamber has launched a new video
‘Better Connected ‘. It provides a unique
testimonial from real Chamber members.
The ‘Better Connected ‘project is the
brainchild of Ian and Julie Hooper of GB Music
and Events who approached the Chamber
with the concept of putting together a choir
made up of a range of Chamber members.
Recording began in October 2014 at the
studios of The Grand in Clitheroe and Ian
and his team continued to record and film at
several Chamber events over the following
weeks.

The finished video provides a powerful
behind the scenes insight into how Chamber
membership provides local businesses with
support and access to a network of business
connections unrivalled in the region.
Final scenes were shot at Hoghton Tower at
a networking event with a difference. The
difference being that the delegates were not
aware that they were about to become the
Better Connected Choir.
We would like to thank everyone that took
part in the recording and filming of the video
and hope they enjoyed the process.

View the video online at:

chamberelancs.co.uk/membership/better-connected/

hamber members are to benefit from specialist energy and cost reduction advice
from fellow member and Diamond Ambassador, Businesswise Solutions.

The business has partnered with the Chamber
under the branding ‘Chamberwise’ to help East
Lancashire businesses reduce costs and improve
efficiencies. Energy will play a huge part in their
offer, and Businesswise predict big savings for
members in light of the recent, dramatic price
drops.
Frazer Durris, Businesswise Solutions’ managing
director, said: “Prices are at the lowest we have seen
in recent years and in some cases we have seen client
savings of up to 50% since the beginning of 2015.
“We can lock in prices for customers up to 60 months
before their contracts run out, so members needn’t
think we can’t help them if they are locked in to
existing contracts.”
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Businesswise Solutions currently boasts Chamber
members such as Burnley Football Club and
JJO as energy clients; closely monitoring their
consumption levels through regular data reporting
in order to keep costs low.
It is also working with a number of Chamber
members on a variety of cost reduction projects;
the most recent being Heritage Envelopes.
Heritage Envelopes Logistics director, Martyn
Salt met Businesswise Solutions’ director of cost
reduction, Peter Catlow, through the Diamond
Ambassadors network.
He said: “Peter demonstrated a good understanding
about what we did, so we agreed to meet up to discuss
possible cost savings options, one of which was ‘clean

Available to all members of East Lancashire Chamber
of Commerce, the Chamber Plan can be purchased
as a standalone product or in combination
with Hospital Treatment Insurance, providing
excellent health cover at a fraction of the cost of
comprehensive private medical insurance.

Themis at
Burnley College
hosts Latest
Construction Connections

T

he first Construction Connections meeting of 2015 took
place at Themis at Burnley College in January. Over
100 Construction sector delegates were invited to hear
about the development of the College's new state of the art
Construction wing from the site's developer John Boys of B&E
Boys. Delegates were also treated to an official tour of the
new facility with the opportunity to talk to the lecturers and
apprentices.
Construction Connections is a series of quarterly seminars developed to
support the sector in Lancashire and to provide networking opportunities,
information from industry experts and access to local supply chains.

For more information contact Darren Grantham
01254 356433 or d.grantham@chamberelancs.co.uk

Preferred partner for cost reduction

C

The Chamber Primary Health Plan provides money
back towards the cost of many everyday healthcare
treatments and check-ups, as well as cash towards
diagnostic consultations. The plan also includes access
to scanning facilities, a 24 hour counselling and
advice line and Best Doctors® – the expert second
medical opinion service, as well as DoctorLine™ – a
24/7 GP telephone consultation service.

palleting’ for which we use some 65,000 non-slip pallet
mats every year to ensure no damage to stock.

Prices are at the lowest we
have seen in recent years
and in some cases we have
seen client savings of up
to 50%...
“I knew there were savings to be made in this area
but simply lacked the time and resources to seek
alternatives quotes.”
Businesswise was asked to seek quotes on their
behalf and set about getting quotes from the
incumbent supplier and other trusted suppliers.

Downhill all the way for Dave
ONE of the team who put Ski Rossendale back on the map has revealed the
business lessons that have been learned. Dave Fuller, was speaking at ‘Meet
and Eat in the Valley’, a networking event for East Lancashire businesses.
In early 2011 Rossendale Council decided it could no longer afford to support
the facility but Dave and the new team took control a few months later and have
transformed its fortunes.
“It’s been a real challenge but over time we
have gone from strength to strength,” said
Dave, a snow sport tutor and freelance ski
instructor.
“The key has been to give great customer
service because we recognise that without
customers you can have all the plans in
the world but you haven’t got a business.
“Now we are attracting the sort of
investment we need to develop the
facility and the future is very exciting.
Cassons Managing Partner Les Nutter
added: “Everyone knows Ski Rossendale but Dave’s story about the
social enterprise underlined a key ingredient for any business – passion.
“It’s great that one of the Valley’s most iconic tourist attractions has been given a new
lease of life.”

Lancashire Chambers get ready for shale gas with portal launch

B

oth Lancashire Chambers of Commerce have teamed up with
Cuadrilla Resources to launch an online supply chain portal for
local businesses who want to get ready for opportunities in the
County’s shale gas industry.

The portal will allow local companies to register their interest in becoming
a supplier to Cuadrilla, keep up to date with the latest developments with
the exploration programme including future contracting opportunities,
and find out how to meet the quality and safety standards required.
Visit: www.shalegaslancashire.co.uk

SUPERIOR OFFICE SPACE

TO LET

Up to 14,000 sq. ft.

RED
ROSE
COURT
JCT 7
M65

PETRE ROAD, CLAYTON BUSINESS
PARK, ACCRINGTON, BB5 5JR

High quality office is space available over
two floors, just a few hundred yards from
junction 7 of the M65, in the heart of East
Lancashire.
Red Rose Court is an impressive detached building occupying
a substantial frontage to the A678. The accommodation offers
excellent natural light, air conditioning and is fully cabled for
immediate use. It provides a separate entrance and reception for
larger enquiries. It has a range of offices of varying sizes however
the flexibility of the building allows for walls to be moved to suit the
needs of each individual tenant. The building has floor to ceiling
windows throughout the first floor and parts of the ground floor.

RED
ROSE
COURT

A678
M65

J7

The accommodation is well connected to meet the needs of
modern business not only with its geographic position but the
high quality connections to the internet. The building has access to
‘Superfast’ broadband with fibre to the cabinet. In addition Virgin
broadband and radio broadband is also available.
Key features include:

Excellent location just off the M65

Ample parking space

Light modern offices

Well maintained, managed space

01282 456677

www.pettycommercial.co.uk

01254 681133

www.tdawson.co.uk

